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ABSTRACT
The success of platforms such as Facebook and Google has been due in no small part to features that allow advertisers to target ads in a fine-grained manner. However, these features open up the potential for discriminatory advertising when advertisers include or exclude users of protected classes—either directly or indirectly—in a discriminatory fashion. Despite the fact that advertisers are able to compose various targeting features together, the existing mitigations to discriminatory targeting have focused only on individual features; there are concerns that such composition could result in targeting that is more discriminatory than the features individually.

In this paper, we first demonstrate how compositions of individual targeting features can yield discriminatory ad targeting even for Facebook’s restricted targeting features for ads in special categories (meant to protect against discriminatory advertising). We then conduct the first study of the potential for discrimination that spans across three major advertising platforms (Facebook, Google, and LinkedIn), showing how the potential for discriminatory advertising is pervasive across these platforms. Our work further points to the need for more careful mitigations to address the issue of discriminatory ad targeting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online advertising platforms such as Facebook, Google, and LinkedIn leverage their rich user databases to allow advertisers to target ads to particular users on their platforms. While the ability to selectively target relevant users is advantageous to advertisers—potentially offering them better value for their ad budget—such targeting raises concerns that advertisers could knowingly (or unknowingly) target users in order to selectively exclude users of certain sensitive populations (such as users of particular genders, ages, races, or other historically disadvantaged groups). Such discriminatory targeting, while concerning in and of itself, could also run afoul of law for advertisements related to housing, credit, and employment, where special legal protections exist [1–3].

This concern of discriminatory targeting was first raised in the context of Facebook’s platform (the largest and most mature of these platforms), where it was shown that an advertiser could explicitly exclude users with certain “ethnic affinities” (such as African American) when targeting housing ads [16]. Subsequent research demonstrated that the problem was not limited to options that explicitly mentioned a protected class, and many additional options exist that are strongly correlated with protected classes [37]. In response to the uproar—including lawsuits from the National Fair Housing Alliance [14] and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) [15]—Facebook made a number of changes to its targeting options. These changes included deploying a restricted interface for housing, credit, and employment ads that has more limited targeting options [12].

Unfortunately, there are two key omissions in terms of understanding and protecting against discrimination in ad targeting. First, the previous discussion and proposed mitigations have focused on individual targeting options that happen to be correlated with a particular sensitive population; indeed, Facebook’s above-mentioned restrictions to mitigate discriminatory advertising primarily focused on disabling access to many individual targeting options. However, these advertising platforms typically allow advertisers to compose multiple such options together in various ways. Thus, two (or more) targeting options that are individually only mildly correlated with a protected class (and therefore only mildly discriminatory), may end up being more significantly correlated when used in conjunction with each other. For example, the population interested in electrical engineering, or the population interested in sports cars, might each be somewhat skewed towards men; however, the population interested in electrical engineering and sports cars might be significantly more skewed. As a result, limiting individual targeting options alone may be insufficient to prevent discriminatory advertising. Indeed, if composing targeting options in general tends to yield more skew than individual targeting options, even an honest advertiser who uses multiple targeting options may end up inadvertently running an ad in a discriminatory manner.

The second key omission is that most of the focus in the press and academia has been on Facebook, and less attention has been paid thus far to the potential for similar discrimination via targeting on other advertising platforms. It is important to study other platforms, as they may offer different targeting options (and different methods of composition), driven by varying views of user data, and varying advertiser demands.
To address this situation, this paper makes four key contributions: First, after providing background in § 2 and detailing our methodology in § 3, we show in § 4.1 how targeting compositions enable discriminatory targeting even given Facebook’s significantly curtailed individual targeting options for housing, credit, or employment ads. Second, in § 4.2, we perform the first examination of the targeting options present on Google, and LinkedIn’s platforms. We show the existence of individual targeting options that can be used to discriminate toward or against particular ages and genders on all platforms; this is especially concerning on a platform liked LinkedIn that focuses exclusively on users’ employment-related needs. Third, in § 4.3, we show that (i) the composition of targeting options is a vector for abuse that could potentially affect all three platforms studied; (ii) combining targeting options generally tends to make them more discriminatory, indicating the potential for inadvertent discriminatory targeting by even well-meaning advertisers; and (iii) skewed compositions exist even when highly skewed individual options are removed. Fourth, while targeting compositions typically only let an advertiser reach a small fraction of a given protected class, our results indicate that (i) this limited reach is still large enough to suffice for most advertisers, and (ii) an advertiser could increase the fraction reached by targeting across multiple targeting compositions.

The existence of skewed targeting options and compositions is, in many cases, likely a reflection of platform users’ interests and preferences. For example, users of a particular protected class might be more likely to find certain products relevant, and might not be interested in ads pertaining to certain other products. However, when attempting to prevent discriminatory advertising for ads in certain categories, our results underscore the need to carefully consider compositions of targeting options when designing mitigations; we discuss specific implications in § 5.

2 BACKGROUND
We now discuss ad platforms’ targeting interfaces and features, and then overview related work.

2.1 Advertising platforms
Ad platforms offer a wide variety of targeting features to advertisers; here we focus on the features offered by Facebook, Google, and LinkedIn. The set of users resulting from a given set of targeting options is referred to as an audience.

Attribute-based targeting allows targeting by user attributes: in addition to age, gender, and location, all platforms support a default list of attributes that an advertiser can browse and choose from [21, 23, 38]. Additionally, these platforms support (potentially open) sets of custom attributes that advertisers can either search for (offered by all platforms), or define in a custom manner (offered by Google [23]).

Ad placement targeting allows targeting of where (or in what context) their ad appears. Google has the most extensive targeting options of this kind, allowing advertisers to specify which (first- or third-party) websites, apps, and videos to show ads on, either directly [25], or by specifying particular keywords/topics [24, 28]. Facebook and LinkedIn also provide (comparatively limited) targeting options of this kind [20, 33].

Activity-based targeting allows targeting based on visits or actions on advertisers’ websites and apps [17, 22, 26].

PII-based targeting allows targeting specific users by uploading personally identifying information (PII), such as names, and email addresses [7, 34, 42]. The platform then internally matches the PII and creates an audience of users.

Lookalike targeting allows advertisers to target sets of users similar to those in activity-based or PII-based targeting audiences they create [18, 27, 39].

Targeting compositions allow advertisers to combine targeting options of different kinds (via logical and), and they additionally support compositions via boolean rules even for multiple targeting options of the same kind [19, 30, 35].

2.2 Facebook’s restricted interface
In order to settle a lawsuit, Facebook introduced a restricted ad interface for ads in the protected areas of housing, employment, and credit; this interface has limited targeting options compared to the original interface [6]. Ages and genders cannot be targeted, a smaller set of targeting attributes is supported, and excluding users with particular attributes is disallowed. Additionally, Lookalike Audiences are replaced by “Special Ad Audiences” that are, according to Facebook, “adjusted to comply with the audience selection restrictions associated with your campaign’s chosen Special Ad Category and our ad policies” [6]. PII-based, activity-based, and ad placement targeting are available, however.

2.3 Related work
The potential for discrimination via individual targeting attributes (even facially neutral ones) was first demonstrated in the context of Facebook by Speicher et al. [37], subsequent to the demonstration by ProPublica [16] of the possibility of explicitly excluding users with certain “ethnic affinities” when targeting housing ads on Facebook. Our work demonstrates that this problem is not limited to Facebook, and is made worse due to platforms’ support for targeting compositions.

Other work [4, 5, 11, 31, 32, 40] has demonstrated and discussed the implications of skewed outcomes (across races, genders, and political affiliations) arising from the working of the ad platforms’ delivery mechanism (rather than from targeting). In addition, prior work demonstrated that particular real-world ads were delivered by Google’s platform to users in a skewed manner [11, 36], without inferring specific causes for this skewed outcome, while Datta et al. [10] explored the legal implications of various potential causes for this skewed outcome.

3 METHODOLOGY
We next describe our methodology, which directly uses the ad platforms’ targeting features to measure the skew of different targetings.

---

1 In order to do so, the advertiser places a tracking pixel from the ad platform on their website, letting the website track visitors’ actions.

2 The form of these boolean rules varies across ad platforms and kinds of targetings; the rules only accommodate boolean-or in some cases, while they could be and-or terms in other cases.
We focus on the sensitive attributes gender and age, as ad platforms typically have access to these and offer options to explicitly target these attributes.\textsuperscript{3}

**Metrics** To account for varying underlying distributions of users across different sensitive populations and platforms, we use a metric called the *representation ratio* \cite{37}, inspired by the disparate impact metric historically used to detect discrimination in employment and housing allocation \cite{9}.

This metric focuses only on the (implicit) audience $RA$ of users who might find a given ad relevant; within this audience, it measures whether users from a given sensitive population $RA_s$ (represented by a value $s$ of a corresponding sensitive attribute) are more (or less) likely to be included in a given audience $TA$ targeted by an advertiser, compared to users with a different value of the sensitive attribute $RA'_{s'}$:

$$rep\_ratio_s(TA, RA) = \frac{|TA \cap RA_s'|}{|TA \cap RA_{s'}|}.\quad (1)$$

For the purposes of this paper, in line with prior work \cite{37}, we assume $RA$ is the set of all U.S.-based users (and thus $RA_s$ is the set of all U.S.-based users with a value $s$ for the sensitive attribute). Thus, a representation ratio of 1 is ideal and means users from $RA_s$ and $RA_{s'}$ are equally likely to be included in the targeted audience; however, an unacceptably high (or low) value could be 1.25 or above (or 0.8 and below), as per the well-known four-fifths rule \cite{8} for measuring disparate impact, indicating over- or under-representation (respectively) of the given sensitive population \cite{37}.

In addition, we measure the *recall* of the ad targeting, which we define as $|TA \cap RA_s'|$ when the targeting selectively includes users from $RA_s$, and as $|TA \cap RA'_{s'}|$ when the targeting selectively excludes users from $RA_s$, i.e. (includes users from $RA_{s'}$). We next briefly describe how we target the different audiences in Equation 1, and how we measure the sizes of these audiences.

**Targeting audiences** To target the audiences in Equation 1, we leverage the fact that the studied ad platforms allow targeting by location, gender, and age, in addition to any other fine-grained targeting options.\textsuperscript{4} While Facebook’s restricted interface does not allow targeting by gender or age, we instead use the corresponding targeting option on Facebook’s normal interface to measure the representation ratio.

To measure $|RA_s'|$, we target all U.S. users, and additionally target users who have a value $s$ for the given sensitive attribute. To measure $|TA \cap RA_s'|$, we further add in the targeting options corresponding to $TA$. For the given sensitive attribute (age or gender), we measure $|RA_s|$ and $|TA \cap RA_s|$ as above for each value of $s$; we then compute $|RA'_{s'}| = \sum_{s' \in s} |RA_s'|$, and compute $|TA \cap RA'_{s'}|$ as $\sum_{s' \in s} |TA \cap RA_s'|$.

On these ad platforms, we select the campaign objective of “Reach” in order to reach the largest set of people.\textsuperscript{5} Besides, on Google (which allows different types of ad campaigns), we focus on the “Display” campaign type as it covers Google’s entire ad network and corresponds to the broadest reach.

**Measuring audience sizes** To measure the sizes of these audiences, we leverage the audience size estimates provided by the ad platforms’ targeting interfaces. These numbers are intended to aid advertisers when they are selecting targeting options, and they give a measure of the size of the audience resulting from a given targeting. While the estimate provided by Google’s ad platform, as per the UI, is the “estimated number of impressions that your settings and targeting could theoretically reach”, the estimates provided by Facebook and LinkedIn measure the count of users in the audience (“the size of the audience that’s eligible to see your ad”, and “the number of LinkedIn members who match your targeting criteria”, according to the respective interfaces). We find that the estimated number of impressions on Google’s ad platform depends on a frequency capping setting which restricts how often an ad is shown to the same user \cite{29}; we set the setting to its most restrictive value (one impression across the campaign every month per-user).

**Automating size queries** We use our browser’s web inspector tool to identify the underlying API calls made by the targeting UIs whenever the selected set of targeting options is altered; we then automate these calls with a Python script. While the API calls made by Facebook and LinkedIn are unobfuscated, the API calls made by Google consist of obfuscated json; by manually varying the targeting options systematically, we find a mapping between the targeting options and particular keys and values in the obfuscated json.

**Understanding size estimates** Since audience size estimates have been shown not to be exact size estimates in the context of Facebook \cite{41}, we study the granularity and consistency of these to understand if they are obfuscated in any way. In brief, we use 100 back-to-back repeated calls for 20 random targeting options and 20 random compositions and find that across all three platforms, the returned estimates are consistent.\textsuperscript{6}

To study the granularity of the estimates, we combine the results of over 80,000 various distinct API calls we make for each ad platform (spanning a variety of ad targetings), and find that the size estimates across all the platforms are granular: while Facebook’s estimates have two significant digits (with a minimum returned value of 1,000); Google’s estimates have one significant digit (until 100,000), and two significant digits thereafter; LinkedIn’s estimates on the other hand have two significant digits (starting at 300).\textsuperscript{7} Such rounding could mean the measured representation ratios (based on the rounded estimates) could be either higher or lower than the actual representation ratio (corresponding to the exact audience sizes). However, we confirm that even allowing for the representation ratios to take their least skewed values (subject to the rounding ranges), we find very similar degrees of skew in targetings across our experiments.

**Obtaining targeting options** As discussed in § 2, each of the three ad platforms we study provides a plethora of targeting options. However, to limit the number of possible targeting options

---

\textsuperscript{3}For age, we consider the age ranges 18-24, 25-34, 35-54, and 55+, as these are most granular targeting options common to the three ad platforms we study.

\textsuperscript{4}While LinkedIn does not have separate targeting options for targeting by gender or age, its list of detailed attribute-based targeting options includes user genders and age ranges; these detailed targeting options can be combined by performing a logical-and of a series of logical-or terms; thus, for a given ad targeting, we additionally target a particular gender or age range by adding the corresponding targeting attribute via a logical-and.

\textsuperscript{5}On Google and LinkedIn, we select the closest corresponding objectives “Brand awareness and reach” and “Brand awareness” respectively.

\textsuperscript{6}It is possible that an ad platform may obfuscate the audience size corresponding to a given ad targeting by always adding the same specific noise sample.

\textsuperscript{7}While Facebook’s estimates had a minimum of 1,000; Google’s and LinkedIn’s estimates had a minimum of 40 and 300 respectively, with 0 returned below that minimum.
we need to study, we focus on the default list of user attributes for attribute-based targeting on each platform; for Google, in addition, we consider the default list of topics on its topic targeting feature (that lets an advertiser place ads solely on webpages corresponding to a particular topic). We collect 393 and 667 attributes for Facebook’s restricted and normal interface, respectively; 873 attributes and 2,424 topics for Google; and 552 attributes for LinkedIn.

**Discovering the most skewed compositions** To limit the query load, we avoid an exhaustive crawl and use a greedy approach to discover an approximate (lower bound) set of most skewed targeting compositions; the method simply greedily combines the most skewed individual targetings. Specifically, we approximate the 1,000 most skewed pairwise targeting compositions by combining pairwise (via a logical and) the 46 most skewed individual attributes, resulting in 1,035 pairs, and then randomly sampling. To avoid very niche targetings, our method only considers individual targetings and pairs with a total reach of at least 10,000.

**Limitations** Our methodology has a number of limitations. First, our results rely on and are subject to the quality of the ad platforms’ sensitive attribute data. Second, the size statistics provided by these ad platforms might be affected by the presence of fake accounts, or by users owning multiple accounts. Third, while we measure the skew in audiences arising from targeting, the operation of the ad platform’s ad delivery system might introduce additional skew [4].

### 4 EXPERIMENTS

We now present our results, starting first with Facebook’s restricted interface and then examining multiple ad platforms.

#### 4.1 Facebook’s restricted interface

We first motivate our work by using our methodology to investigate whether targeting compositions could exacerbate the potential for discrimination on Facebook’s restricted interface for ads in protected categories. For each set of targetings, we use box-plots to plot the distribution of representation ratios corresponding to males, and corresponding to users of ages 18–24 respectively in Figure 1 (and corresponding to other age ranges in Figure 4 of Appendix A). Throughout the paper, to avoid focusing on very niche targetings, we only show results for targetings that have a total recall of 10,000 or more.

**Individual targeting** For gender, we focus on the Individual column in the first box plot of the first figure in Figure 1. We see that the set of 393 targeting attributes that Facebook offers on its restricted interface show some evidence of gender skew: the targetings with the 90th and 10th percentile representation ratios corresponding to males are 1.84 (i.e., a male is nearly twice as likely to be picked as a female) and 0.5 (i.e., a female is twice as likely to be picked as a male), respectively. For age, again focusing on the Individual column, we observe similar results for all the age ranges studied: The 10th and 90th percentile representation ratios for the 18–24 age range is 0.39 and 1.39, respectively.

However, despite the presence of some skewed attributes, the interface is still a highly sanitized interface: the interface excludes a large number of other highly skewed individual targeting attributes observed [37] in Facebook’s normal interface, including hundreds of thousands of free-form attributes (e.g., Interested in Marie Claire, which has a 0.08 representation ratio towards males).

**Compositional targeting** We next study whether compositions of individual targetings (via a logical and) on the sanitized interface could exacerbate the potential for discriminatory advertising. To do so, we select 1,000 random pairs of targeting attributes, referred to as “Random 2-way”; we also use the approach in § 3 to discover the top 1,000 pairs of targeting attributes most skewed towards (“Top 2-way”), and against (“Bottom 2-way”) the given sensitive population.

We compare the resulting skew of these compositions to the skew exhibited by individual targeting options in Figure 1. We first observe that the random pairs of attributes often lead to more skewed distributions, such as with the 18–24 age range (where combinations tend to make the resulting audience even more skewed away the 18–24 group).

To see the extremes of this effect, we focus on the most skewed combinations. The sets of “Top 2-way” and “Bottom 2-way” targetings show additional skew, with 10th percentiles reaching as low as 0.1 and 90th percentiles as high as 8.98. Thus, while the average combination of two targeting options shows modest additional skew (compared to “Individual”), many outlying combinations show significant additional skew. For example, targeting users interested in Electrical engineering and Cars yielded a representation ratio of 12.43 towards males, while targeting each individual attribute yielded smaller representation ratios (of 3.71 and 2.18 respectively). We show other illustrative examples of “Top 2-way” targetings showing how composition can increase skew, in Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix A.

Finally, we focus how this effect scales by repeating the experiment with three targetings composed instead of two (creating “Top 3-way” and “Bottom 3-way” targetings) for gender in Figure 1. We
find that the skew is indeed amplified further: the 90th percentile representation ratio for the “Top 3-way” targetings is 19.77 and the 10th percentile representation ratio for the “Bottom 3-way” targetings is 0.11, implying a further increase in the degree of skew.

**Summary** Our findings show that compositions of targeting options can be abused to target skewed sets of users, exhibiting a greater degree of skew towards (or away from) particular ages and genders compared to individual targeting options. That this is true in the context of a highly sanitized advertising interface—defined by the settlement of a lawsuit that was focused on discriminatory ad targeting—indicates that significant additional work is needed to ensure these systems cannot be used for discriminatory advertising. We use these findings as motivation to explore the extent to which the same is true on Facebook’s full interface, as well as other platforms’ interfaces.

### 4.2 Individual targeting

We now examine the skews arising from targeting the various default targeting attributes on each of these platforms individually. Focusing on the Individual column in the three sections of Figure 2 (and of Figure 4 of Appendix A), we make two observations: First, attributes from different platforms show varying distributions of skew. For example, LinkedIn’s targeting attributes are generally more skewed towards males, with a 90th percentile representation ratio of 2.09; by contrast, Facebook’s targeting attributes are more skewed toward females, with a comparatively lower 90th percentile representation ratio (toward males) of 1.45. On the other hand, Google’s and LinkedIn’s targeting attributes are generally more skewed away from the youngest users (ages 18–24), and skewed toward the oldest users (ages 55+). These systematic skews could potentially be due to various factors such as users’ activities on these platforms, the data these platforms collect about users, advertiser needs, etc. Second, in all cases, we concerningly see that there exist a number of skewed targeting attributes that may violate the four-fifths rule; such skew is especially concerning in the context of LinkedIn which focuses on employment.

### 4.3 Compositional targeting

Next, we explore what happens with composition.

**Potential for discrimination** We first perform the experiments from § 4.1 on different ad platforms, plotting the distribution of representation ratios for random pairs of attributes, and for the 1,000 most skewed pairs, in Figure 2 (and in Figure 4 of Appendix A).

Across ad platforms, we find that randomly chosen pairs of targeting attributes show modest additional skew, for example, exacerbating the skew against smaller ages (18–24) on LinkedIn. This is concerning as it means that even honest advertisers using targeting compositions could be likely to be targeting users in a more skewed manner. Additionally, the most skewed pairs of targeting attributes clearly indicate the exacerbated potential for discrimination from composition, with over 90 percent of these falling outside the thresholds of the four-fifths rule.

**Recall of targeting compositions** We next study if an advertiser could selectively reach a large number of users (i.e., achieve a high recall) of a particular sensitive population using the previous highly skewed targeting pairs. For each set of targetings previously studied, we take skewed targetings in the set that fall outside the thresholds of the four-fifths rule, and plot the distribution of corresponding recalls of the given sensitive population. For reference, we also show the distribution of recalls for all individual targeting options, and for skewed individual targeting options. While we show results for gender and various age ranges in Figure 5 in Appendix A, we focus on results for females here.

We find that while skewed pairwise targeting compositions have substantial recalls, these typically correspond to small fractions of the overall target sensitive population on the platform. For example, the 90th percentile recall for the “Top 2-way” skewed compositions is 5M (4.17%), 30M (25%), 1.7M (0.14%), and 560K (0.79%) respectively for Facebook’s restricted interface, Facebook’s full interface, Google, and LinkedIn respectively; the respective median recalls are 570K (0.47%), 1.9M (1.58%), 170K (0.01%), and 46K (0.06%). However, since most advertisers on these platforms only spend up to a few hundreds of dollars per ad on average, with tens of thousands of impressions [13], these recalls may still be appealing. Besides, we find that even individual targeting options tend to only have niche recalls: the respective median recalls for all individual options across the four interfaces are 3.2M (2.67%), 5.2M (4.33%), 11M (0.92%), and 1.4M (1.97%). Finally, we unsurprisingly observe that targeting compositions tend to achieve lower recalls than individual targeting options (achieving lower median recalls, for example).

**Increasing recall** We then study whether an advertiser could increase their recall even further by targeting ads across multiple skewed compositions; this depends on the degree of overlap between the corresponding audiences. While we focus on results for females here, more complete results for this analysis are in Table 1 in Appendix A. We measure the pairwise overlaps between the sets...
Figure 3: Effect of removal of the most skewed individual targetings on the skew of pairwise targeting compositions.

of females reached by the top 100 female-skewed targeting compositions, and find a median pairwise overlap of approximately 22%, 15%, and 0% for Facebook’s restricted interface, Facebook’s full interface, and LinkedIn respectively, this low overlap indicates the potential to increase recall further.

We further confirm that this is the case by estimating the total recall of males across the union of the top 10 male-skewed compositions. While the top female-skewed composition on Facebook’s restricted interface, Facebook’s full interface, and LinkedIn respectively had a recall of 1.1M (0.9%), 270K (0.2%), and 28K (0.0%); the total recall across the top 10 female-skewed compositions was significantly higher, i.e., 6.1M (5.1%), 4M (3.3%), and 1.1M (1.6%) respectively.

Removing skewed individual targetings We finally study whether removing the most skewed individual targeting attributes is sufficient to mitigate against skew in targeting compositions; for each sensitive population, we successively remove the most skewed individual targeting attributes in steps of two percentile, and use the greedy method as before to obtain the “Top 2-way” and “Bottom 2-way” sets of most skewed compositions. We plot the resulting variation in representation ratio for gender (males) in Figure 6; we obtain similar results for different age ranges in Figure 6 of Appendix A.

We observe that the removal of the most skewed individual targetings leads, perhaps unsurprisingly, to a drop in the skew of the corresponding compositions of targetings across platforms. However, the compositions of the remaining targeting attributes still yields highly skewed rules; for example, even with the removal of the top 10th percentile of male-skewed individual attributes for Facebook’s restricted interface, the 90th percentile of resulting “Top 2-way” representation ratios was 3.02, and the highest resulting representation ratio was 5.23.

5 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

In this paper, we performed the first study that showed that the potential for discriminatory targeting, previously reported in the context of Facebook, exists across multiple ad platforms. Moreover, ad platforms allow advertisers to compose individual ad targeting options; we showed how such composition exacerbates the potential for intentional or unintentional discriminatory targeting, even for a highly sanitized ad interface such as Facebook’s restricted interface.

Mitigations While prior work [37] showed that disabling the use of obvious stereotypically skewed targeting attributes was insufficient (as there could be facially neutral attributes that are still skewed), this paper further shows that even an approach based on removing all highly skewed individual targeting attributes is also likely insufficient. Thus, our work re-enforces the need to base mitigations against discriminatory advertising on the outcome of the targeting [37], rather than on the targeting itself. For example, especially for protected categories, ad platforms could potentially use anomaly detection based on the outcome of ad targeting to detect advertisers who consistently target skewed audiences. Any flagged advertisers could then be subject to further review about whether their use of targeting options is justifiable.

Our work specifically shows the need to base mitigations upon the outcome of the composition of targetings specified by an advertiser, rather than upon the outcomes of the individual targeting options used. At the very least, while restricting or disabling the use of skewed targetings, ad platforms should be more aggressive keeping targeting compositions in mind. In general, our work motivates the need to not be myopic and simply focus on individual components of ad platforms when designing mitigations against discriminatory advertising.

Ethics While conducting this work, we carefully considered the ethical issues and took care to ensure our work was consistent with best practices. We did not collect any individual user data; rather, we only collected high-level, obfuscated audience size statistics provided by the ad platforms to all advertisers. Additionally, our experiments did not impact users directly, as we did not run ads. We also minimized the load placed on the ad platforms by limiting both the count and rate of API queries we make.
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A SUPPORTING RESULTS

In this Appendix, we present some additional results supporting those in the paper.

Figure 4: Distributions of representation ratios for different sets of targetings and different ad platforms, across multiple age ranges.

Skew across age ranges While we presented results for the skew relative to the youngest users considered (ages 18-24) in Figures 1 and 2 of the main body of the paper, we now present the corresponding results for older users (ages 25-34, 35-54, and 55+) in Figure 4.

We observe similar results as before across ad platforms: while even the individual targeting attributes contain highly skewed attributes, this is typically moderately exacerbated even for randomly chosen pairs of targeting attributes, and even more exacerbated when the most skewed attributes are considered. As with younger users, we see that we can effectively exclude older users (for example, users on LinkedIn aged 55+) via targeting compositions.
Recall of sensitive populations We next complement our discussion in Section 4.3 of the recall achieved by both skewed targeting compositions; while that discussion focused on females, we now additionally present results for males, as well as for various age ranges.

As described in the paper, we first plot the distribution of the recalls of particular genders and ages achieved by various sets of skewed targetings in Figure 5. For reference, we also show the total size of the given sensitive population for each ad platform. We see results similar to those noted in Section 4.3: across genders and ages, the median recall of pairs of targeting attributes is substantial (while corresponding only to a niche percentage of the sensitive population), but considerably lower than the median recall of individual attributes. Additionally, we observe that the median recall...
of skewed targetings excluding particular age ranges are in most cases higher than the median recall of skewed targetings including the same particular age ranges; this is expected as exclusions of particular age ranges correspond to a wider range of ages (for the age ranges we study).

Similar to the discussion in Section 4.3, we next study whether an advertiser can achieve increased recall of a given sensitive population by running ads across multiple skewed compositions, effectively performing a logical or of the individual audiences. We first explore the potential for this increased recall by presenting the median overlap between pairs of the top 100 skewed targeting compositions (favouring various genders and ages) in the first section of Table 1; the overlap for each pair of audiences is measured as the percentage of the smaller audience that falls in the other audience. We find that the overlaps are small (often in single digits), with the largest median overlap (For Facebook’s restricted interface, corresponding to female-skewed compositions) being just 22.58%; this indicates the potential, across sensitive populations and ages, for increased recall across multiple skewed targeting compositions.

Finally, as in Section 4.3, we further quantify this potential for increased recall by using the inclusion-exclusion principle to estimate the total recall obtained by combining the top 10 most skewed targeting compositions (favouring various sensitive populations). While the coarse granularity of size estimates could affect the result of adding these estimates as per the inclusion-exclusion principle, we confirmed that the estimated recalls converged as we successively added the higher-order terms specified by the inclusion-exclusion principle. We compare the recall of the most skewed composition, to the recall achieved by the top 10 compositions together, in the second section of Table 1. We see a total recall of over a million in most cases; for example, using the top 10 most skewed compositions, an advertiser on LinkedIn can achieve a total recall of over 5 million when excluding younger users (ages 18-24), and over a million when excluding older users (ages 55+).

**Removing skewed individual targetings** We finally extend the discussion in Section 4.3 on the impact of removing highly skewed individual targetings on the skew of the resulting targeting compositions; while that discussion focused on genders, here we present results for various age ranges. As before, for a given sensitive demographic, we remove the most skewed individual targetings in steps of 2 percentile, and discover the resulting sets of most skewed compositions using the greedy method; we plot the corresponding variation in skew for different age ranges in Figure 6.

We observe that in most cases, the removal of even the top 10 percentile most skewed individual attributes is insufficient to mitigate skew in the resulting targeting compositions. While in some cases the 90th percentile representation ratio for pairwise compositions does reduce to within the bounds of the four-fifths rule, such as for selectively including younger users of ages 18-24 on LinkedIn, even in these cases, higher degrees of targeting compositions could potentially again enable highly skewed ad targeting.
Table 1: Exploring the potential for increased recall of a target sensitive population by targeting ads across multiple skewed audiences (corresponding to skewed targetings). For each sensitive population, the first three columns show the median pairwise intersection size between the top 100 most skewed targeting audiences toward that population. The remaining columns show the recall achieved by the top skewed targeting audience, and for the estimated (using the inclusion-exclusion rule) total recall for combining the top 10 skewed targeting audiences respectively. For each case, also shown within brackets is the percentage recall achieved of the target sensitive population on the platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Favoured population</th>
<th>FB-restricted Median overlap</th>
<th>FB-restricted Top-1</th>
<th>FB-restricted Top-10</th>
<th>Facebook Top-1</th>
<th>Facebook Top-10</th>
<th>LinkedIn Top-1</th>
<th>LinkedIn Top-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17.33%</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>640K (0.6%)</td>
<td>4,232K (3.8%)</td>
<td>310K (0.3%)</td>
<td>808K (0.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22.58%</td>
<td>15.45%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1,100K (0.9%)</td>
<td>6,136K (5.1%)</td>
<td>270K (0.2%)</td>
<td>4,014K (3.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age not 18-24</td>
<td>8.97%</td>
<td>2.22%</td>
<td>14.21%</td>
<td>1,099K (0.6%)</td>
<td>2,126K (1.1%)</td>
<td>15,305K (7.8%)</td>
<td>24,788K (12.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age not 55+</td>
<td>21.83%</td>
<td>3.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>188K (0.1%)</td>
<td>2,723K (1.5%)</td>
<td>301K (0.2%)</td>
<td>2,109K (1.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Effect of removal of the most skewed individual targetings on the skew of pairwise targeting compositions, for different ages.
Table 2: Illustrative examples of the “Top 2-way” skewed targeting compositions, showing how individual targeting options (skewed toward a particular gender) could sometimes be combined to get a targeting that is much more skewed than the individual targeting options.
Table 3: Illustrative examples of the “Top 2-way” skewed targeting compositions, showing how individual targeting options (skewed toward a particular age range) could sometimes be combined to get a targeting that is more skewed than the individual targeting options.